
 
  

 



 
  

Ebo Nwannediuto is a poet, writer and a photography enthusiast who 

enjoys short story writing and loves to shoot spontaneously. Her writing is 

almost three years old, way older than her photography; but her love for the 

Arts has a long history. Though unpublished, she has quite a number of 

works to her credit. As a lover of photography, nature and landscape are her 

attractions. She’s got love for good music and considers herself a life artist. 

  



 
  

PRAISE 

“Mogono is great, sad with a multitude of hope.” 

Maribella Genova 

“Nwannediuto’s Mogono is reminiscent of European post-independence 

collection of prose and visuals of African artists. Unlike those hardbacked 

collections, this baby-sized work is a light motif with its configuration of 

prose, poetry and photography soothing to the eye. The poetry matches the 

gray tones of the photographs; oneiric and light yet profound: 

For I have learnt to breathe without air 

To live and not to be alive…” 

TJ Benson  

“Mogono, slow paced like one throwing pebbles one by one into the 

stream, is absolute hybridism, avant-gardism and topicality in the realm of 

creativity. When one reads through, one will, obviously, see the marriage of 

a story, different captured scenes and poems. They are well stitched into a 

complete whole and, at the same time, give the same taste. It is no doubt 

that the emotion this creativity carries is immediate and felt out rightly.” 

Chinua Ezenwa-Ohaeto 



 
  

“Mogono is a short hybrid of poetry, prose and photography. Interwoven 

to tell the story of a young girl, Mmachi, and the aftereffects of suddenness 

of death on a family. From eloquent prose and finely crafted poetry to 

monochromatic photographs that tell stories. Mogono is definitely a 

promising read.” 

Amanda Madumere 

“Herein is inter-textuality at its purest, far reaching beyond the terrains of 

complementing supplements, or pieces hemmed together, composite whole 

– as filigree cut from different, albeit infinite sources. Herein is a genre 

redefined by the sum of its parts; it is like Nwannediuto functions as a 

conduit pulling “one end and the other” to make “two ends meet” or in this 

case three ends. Herein is the creative ingenuity that is solely 

Nwannediuto’s – her prose, her poetry and her photographs are ends that not 

only meet but also transcend. Without one, there isn’t the other. There are 

no fault lines, no racket, no genre tremours. No delineation. All there is, 

remains Art: a story and its functionalities, both as a didactic transaction and 

an aesthetic material. Herein, truly, is what it means to create a hybrid. 

Mogono is what ensues when an artist such as Ebo Nwannediuto attempts to 

unite the prodigals of literature – of art.” 

Dami Lare 
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Dedicated first to my family and to my Muse who comes and goes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
  

FOREWORD  

A sweet life does not require sugar to coat it. 

The role of the Arts – a multifaceted role that is compacted by aesthetic 

concentrations – in the sustenance of humanities for the present and the 

future is not insignificant. In fact, this is a role that, unarguably, comes to 

the fore. This explains why the Arts has been a connector of individuals and 

human populations in their vicissitudes, victories, voices and visions, 

rolling back the frontiers of  class, creed, ethnicity, race and other postures 

that have been dividing lines.  

From its inception, Lunaris Review has been guided by the recognition of 

this role. This is shown by the consistent and inexorable effort of its 

publications to represent, explore and project our humanities in their 

absolute essence. Like My Saviour, Mogono is also a pastiche of generic 

variants from visual to creative arts. It is nevertheless a special piece 

because of its unique form of experimentation. It is a hybridised text, a 

compendium of fiction and poetry forming a single story that is interspersed 



 
  

with photographs to create a digression.  

The story, a prosephotry (prose plus photograph plus poetry) as it were, is 

Ebo Nwanneduito’s  Mogono. It is a story deftly in motion. This is not so 

just because it keeps the reader oscillating between two different but 

complementary narrative forms; it is so more importantly because the story 

is told by a first-person narrator, Mmachi, duplicated into two distinct 

voices. As the protagonist in the prose narrative part, Mmachi is ignorant of 

the actuality around her considering the author’s use of suspense. As a poet 

persona, however, the narrator is fully aware of the world around her, of 

fate; hence, the lyrical tone of the versified part of the story and the sober 

mood of the poet persona.    

It is instructive, similarly, to add that the digression created by 

Nwanneduito’s photographs is far from being a distraction; rather it is 

pleasure. In fact, it could be said that the photographs as a visual text are 

picturesque realisations of some aspects of setting and characterisation in 

the prose/poetry orthographic text. Photos like ‘sunrise’ and ‘sunset’ can be, 

for instance, clearly read in relation to the versified part.  



 
  

Mogono, therefore, is a commendable attempt by an ingenious Ebo 

Nwanneduito to aesthetically compact our plural and diverse humanities 

into a singular, yet complete and unabridged whole. Thus, the good job that 

this hybrid is cannot be overestimated. On this note, I have taken the above 

extract from Toyin Falola’s Counting the Tiger’s Teeth to perform a 

eulogistic service on my behalf in appreciation and celebration of 

Nwanneduito.  

Dear estimable readers, I have no doubt that considerable creative and 

editorial skills have been put into Mogono in a bid to serve you better. I, 

therefore, believe you will find it to be a precious gift for opening a new 

and promising year with Lunaris Review. Do have a pleasant reading. 

  

Ibrahim A. Odugbemi 

University Scholar, Department of English, 

University of Ibadan, Nigeria  
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s the sun rises 

I too shall rise 

In answer to the muezzin's call 

That is mine but not mine. 

I shall rise 

To a breath of dust and dreams 

For I have learnt to breathe without air 

To live and not be alive. 

As the sun rises 

I, Mogono, shall rise 

To live through my testaments 

Again. 
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machi, Jawachimma, get up, it's morning." 

My little sister and I would rise in answer to Mama's wake up 

call. This happened every day, and it was about the loudest sound that could 

be heard in our home throughout the day. Jawa and I would go through our 

morning chores with snail speed while Mama arranged her wares for the 

day’s sales. We would then have our baths under the tree behind the house. 

There was no school for us. There had been no school for us since Papa left, 

so our school uniforms had been converted to home clothes, and like most 

mornings we were putting them on when the thought of Papa crossed my 

mind again 
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s in the game of the monster 

Where souls of the same colours are stacked 

To cause a burst...an extinction 

Zuma. 

Our lives as a parade ground 

And we marching at our own pace 

Left foot, then right foot 

Right foot, then left foot 

We are not toy soldiers. 
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 thought of how he left without explanations; the suddenness of his 

departure was like a switch turned off. I thought of how our lives began to 

follow an order, a pattern: a slow and steady one. Putting on my school 

uniform, I asked Mama the one question I ask every time, 

 "Mama, when will we go back to school?" 

 But it also occurred to me the answer would remain the same. 

"Next term".  

Though next term meant the term after the current one and the one after that 

one, and the other one after that too, I still preferred this response to what I 

got when I asked if we would see Papa again: blatant silence. 

I 
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rapped in firmness about our necks 

We keep faith with the umbrellas 

Lisping litanies and chanting the hustlers' creed 

Our buttocks lap the ground 

As our wares splay in ritual 

Praying to the passersby: 

Buy me off before I wear off 

For I am the only hope of my owner 

To live again after she lives today. 
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henever Mama was set, she would call out to Jawa and I, and 

together we would set off for her stall at Amankpo market carrying 

her wares down the very long road. At the market, Mama would say some 

words of prayer before setting her wares for the day's sales, binding every 

foul spirit within the stall and casting them into the abyss. She would sprinkle 

holy water all over the place whilst singing, and then ask Holy Ghost fire to 

consume any evil that would come around. Jawa and I would close our eyes 

because Mama said evil spirits entered into those who opened their eyes 

while a prayer was said; whenever mama caught us opening our eyes, she 

would lay hands on our foreheads and cast evil spirits that might have entered 

us into the abyss. Mama would fill trays with groundnuts, and it was our job 

to hawk them. When the sun's scorch intensified, we would carry our 

groundnuts to Central School, under the shade of the trees in the school's field, 

where we sold them to pupils who were on break. This was the closest we got 
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to being 'in school'.  
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ith every step 

There's a little more fierceness from the Sun 

A little more scorch and shine 

But I do not stop 

I only squint in obeisance 

For I must trudge to the place of the second end 

Pulling firm with me the first end 

I must make the two ends meet 

The eighth commandment I must keep. 
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t sundown, we’d head to Mama's stall, and from there we’d all head 

home. 

There was always a pot of stale soup waiting to be our dinner. If sales were 

good, Mama would buy some wraps of fufu from the market; and if not, we’d 

make eba from the garri mama sold. We had a well-used mat on which Jawa, 

mama and I would squeeze our bony bodies together. Sleep was never quick 

to attend to my eyes, so as soon as I could hear Mama's snore, I would lift 

Jawa's face from my hand where her sticky drool was forming a pool, and 

with the light from the mpanaka as a guide, I would tiptoe to the window 

where laid a stick of white chalk, which I had taken from the field at Central 

School, and then tiptoe to the back wall of the house. I would add a stroke to 

the assembly, a line to the already standing lines. Every night since the day 

Papa left, I drew a tally on the wall. I kept count. It was the sixtieth day. 

A 
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nd at the setting of the Sun 

When darkness executes a coup 

When men sit to count their losses and gains 

I shall retire 

Under the weight of my cross 

Condemned by my own Pilate 

To a soundless wait 

For the Sun to rise 

Again. 
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 crawled back onto the mat. Sleep was still not near, so I watched the 

bright evening become a dark night. For a moment, the crickets and the 

other night creatures paused their activities and the only sounds were from 

Jawa who was breathing through her mouth and Mama's slow snore: a 

somnolent rhythm. 

As the light from the mpanaka faded, I raised my fingers in the way of the 

light but no shadow was cast on the wall. 

On nights like this in Papa's time, when we sat outside in the company of the 

mpanaka, Papa would say that Chiokike had taken all the light from Earth. 

Papa always spoke with an uncertain calmness; he never looked people in the 

eye and was a man of many secrets. Even Mama did not know him well. On 

the day he left, Jawa and I had gone from school to Mama's stall at Amankpo 

but were told she had returned home early for some unclear reasons. Kids that 

I 
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we were, we jollied all through the journey home, elated that we didn't have 

Mama to scold us for picking up and throwing pebbles, rolling in the dust and 

drawing funny things on the sand. It was like Christmas, and remembering 

that Christmas came but once a year, we rolled ourselves more in the sand, 

enough to make up for the lost times and to cover for the chance we might 

never get again. On getting home, the crowd we met could only be compared 

to the large number of humans that came to rejoice with Mama when Jawa 

was born. Then they had come with biscuits, groundnuts and things like that. 

Seeing the crowd, I thought it was definitely Christmas that day. But the 

people, some of them were crying, some were talking in very low tones and 

some just simply shook their heads and sighed when they saw Jawa and I.  

Unconsciously, amidst the melee, I tried to locate Mama, and when my eyes 

found her, she laid on the floor with just a piece of wrapper around her body. 

She wasn't laughing but I could see the trace of a smile on her lips. Did Mama 
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also think Christmas had come? The door to Papa's room remained slightly 

ajar until some men came for his body. That night, I could swear I saw his 

figure walking about the house then leaving through the front door. Finally 

leaving. Our lives when he was here was of subjugation and silence. It was 

worse for Mama.  

In his absence, his shadow still lurked, hanging around as if to strike anyone 

who dared to break the routine. Terror occurred naturally to us because our 

life was a silent war and our minds were war zones.  

But Mama was a hopeful woman; she spoke always of a distant place where 

all things were fine and no wars were fought. She gave no name to this place, 

just descriptions. Descriptions that made Jawa and I hungry to go. She said 

things like, "Tomorrow, our lives shall be beautiful". We believed, we 

believed our own lies. 
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So, every other morning, when mama woke us up at the first light of the day, 

when she said "Mmachi, Jawachimma, get up, it's morning", when she said 

we should get ready for the long walk to her stall, we hoped tomorrow had 

come. 
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